No, the US Government should not, in any way shape or form, attempt to manage, take over or require; personal or corporate retirement accounts, retirement plans, 401K’s or IRAs to be managed by the Federal Government.

In the 234 year history of the Federal Government, the government has exhibited, without question, the inability to manage money. The USPS, AMTRAK, the Federal Budget, etc is only a few examples of fiscal mismanagement.

The American citizen’s retirement accounts are exactly what it implies: Personal retirement accounts, not Government slush funds.

Will the public have the opportunity to vote on this? Will illegals have the option to vote also? I hope not….

I think the Washington Congress needs to be tested for drugs … I have worked for 30 years, never taken unemployment. I’m about to retire and your asking me to turn over all my savings to the Federal Government (Corruption Mega Giants) to manage my 401 K and Stock Plan to you!!!!

The one thing missing in all the Federal Bailouts, Stimulus Plans, Tarp etc… I one million dollars of hand cuffs to escort the thieves to the pen… How about Rangel, Raines, Dodd and Franks … Answer this Question Honestly!! Would you let Raines manage your Retirement Accounts ?????